The paper deals with the natural language model. Elements of the model (the language constructions) are images with such attributes as sounds, letters, morphemes, words and other lexical and syntactic components of the language. Based on the analysis of processes of the world perception, visual and associative thinking, the operations of formation and transformation of images are pointed out. The model can be applied in the semantic NLP.
Introduction
Information is one of the most important resources of the last decades. Considerable part of it is presented in verbal form in the natural languages (NL) and requires systematizing and automated processing to enable further acquisition of knowledge with the possibility of quick access to such knowledge. Systematization and further automation require formalization of the language concept and its components.
The problem of the natural language processing is conditioned by its features, such as permanent development including growth of the vocabulary and rules, redundancy, polysemy, and diversity of the forms of presentation.
There are many directions in the processing of texts in the NL (NLP) [8] : static and corps methods of NLP, usage of linguistic bases [22] , [18] , [33] , finite state machines [19] , [1] which is actively used, for example, in Nooj components [31] , [32] , regular expressions (in particular, in Semantic Tagger ANNIE Gate), and hidden Markov models [7] .
Language as a set of constructions is represented: in the form of a neural probability model [2] ; in the form of a tree-bank [17] ; with the use of formulas of functional languages [11] ; with the use of n-grams including those based on classes [5] , and vector representation [14] . The latter approach is also used to create semantic models [15] . A graph presentation of semantics [22] , [10] , including semantic networks [6] , thesauri based systems, tensor models [16] , is also used for processing the texts in NL.
The paper is aimed to formalize the concept of language using the means of constructive-synthesizing structures [26] . The language will be represented in the form of the certain construction (in the broadest sense) which is the result of the corresponding constructive process of formation of images and words (phrases, sentences) as the attributes of images. As a result of this process, a constructive model of the NL is formed.
The paper represents development of the direction of mathematical and algorithmic constructivism which has already found its application in modelling the processes of alternatives ranking by the AHP method [24] , adaptation of data structures in the operative memory [29] , construction of a graph model of the text [28] , etc.
State of the art
The main objective of NLP is the improvement of artificial intelligence (AI) systems. Today there are many sub-objectives aimed at improving the user interface with technical systems, quality of texts in the natural language, interaction between people, increasing the effectiveness of search engines and anti-plagiarism systems, etc.
Achieving the objectives involves solving of a number of problems: construction of models for representing the language and its constructions; development of methods for their processing and analysis, including specific applications (analysis of social media profiles for advisory systems, analysis of text messages, automatic translation and annotating...).
In the course of solving these tasks and achieving the objectives, the following questions arise: NL coverage (vocabulary, syntax, and semantics); possibilities of expanding the language model; ability to work with polysemous words, synonyms, homonyms (homographs); possibility of oral speech modelling (including recognition of homophones), taking into account personality of a speaker, approaching the natural thinking processes of an individual.
Models based on n-grams and tree-banks cover vocabulary and syntax and find their usage in Stanford Parser [21] ; semantics is represented in graph and vector models [22] , [15] , [10] . All the models considered allow scaling the model. Modification of n-gram models due to probabilities [2] reduces their dimensionality. The possibility of modeling non-written speech is assumed in the models proposed in the works of Krak [12] , [13] . There are no models used in NLP which take into account peculiarities of an information source. Models allowing classification of the language [9] also work regardless of its carrier.
A model that is close to the processes of human mental activity is considered in the work [4] ; it is based on the figurative analysis and synthesis. Also, there is an approach proposed for constructing a conceptual model of the figurative analysis and synthesis of NL structures on the basis of psycho-physiological phenomena [3] .
Studies have shown that NLP models work with texts, without taking into account specific features of their authors. At the same time, they are aimed at studying the concepts of the language and text as its construction. They are the most complete and close in its semantic nature to the studies carried out by the authors.
The proposed language model is based on the model of the human image system, and operations introduced for its construction and expansion do not contradict the above mentioned ones. Therefore, we have an opportunity to cover both the vocabulary and semantics of the oral and written speech, as well as to take into account phonetic and personal characteristics of the language and the particular individual, respectively.
Generalized constructive-synthesizing structure
The following triple [26] is called the generalized constructive-synthesizing structure (GCSSt):
where M is inhomogeneous structure medium (the main set of the elements), Σ is the signature comprising a set of relations and linking, substitution and output operations, as well as operations on attributes, Λ is the constructive axiomatics. GCSSt axiomatics is presented in the paper [26] . The constructive-synthesizing structure (CSSt) is intended for the formation of a plurality of structures using operations and relations of signatures, the rules for implementation of which are given in the axiomatics.
To form the structures, it is necessary to perform a number of transformations of CSSt: specialization, interpretation, and concretization [27] . Implementation of CSSt consists in formation of constructions (in this context, language constructs) of elements of CSSt medium by performing CSSt algorithms related to operations of the signature.
Specialization of CSSt of human images
Everything that surrounds an individual, the real and the virtual things (processes, entities, events and phenomena), as well as the individual him/herself, including material (tissues, organs) and nonmaterial (emotion, feelings) components, will be called the prototype, as a certain integral part of the world which is considered in isolation.
Image sensitivity is a characteristic feature of any individual. We understand the image as a representation of the prototype, its properties on some physical medium. Such a medium can be an individuals memory as a part of the nervous system, animals memory, computer, and computer networks.
Specialization involves determining the application environment, i.e., semantic nature of the CSSt medium, a finite set of operations and their semantics, operation attributes, as well as the order of their performing. Let us consider CSSt specialization of the human image system:
where M h = T N is a heterogeneous scalable medium, T is a set of terminalsimages, N is a set of non-terminals, Σ h is the signature of relations and operations performed on elements of the medium, Λ h is the constructive axiomatics containing updates, additions and restrictions for media elements, operations and signature relations, on the basis of which the construction is performed.
Partial axiomatics of the medium
The imagewm i ∈ M h has a set of attributesw = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n }. Heterogeneous multiset of elements with attributes is meant by the set. Belonging of the attribute w j to the image m will be denoted as w j ← | m. All attributes are the images. The images may change over time. Each image has an attribute of the time of creation or last modification (t ← | m i ). The given attribute is changed in the course of operation on the image and depends on the time of its execution.
The world image t P ∈ M h will be called a continuous representation of the human environment presented in the form of dynamic flow of images, sounds, tactile, gustatory, olfactory and spatial-temporal sensations, feelings and emotions, reflected by the nervous system of an individual under the influence of physical stimuli. This image is a controlled one and depends on any particular individual (it is not essential in the context of this paper). At any given time t the certain world representation exists. Further, this attribute is not specified.
The form (l) is a set of elements M h connected by the relationships of Σ h . Sentential form is a form obtained at any time as a result of inference from the initial non-terminal symbol according to the rules of inference from concretized CSSt.
The construction (K) is a sentential form at the current time, comprising only the terminals [26] . Constructions and relations are images as well.
The set of images is a construction based on some relation of similarity with the properties of reflexivity and symmetry [23] .
Partial axiomatic of operations and relations
The signature Σ h consists of the set of operations Σ h = Ξ, Θ, Φ, {→} Ψ, where Ξ -relations and homonym operations, operations of linking and transformation of the medium elements {·, ∈, •,•, ∧, ∨, ♦, ↑, ⇑, >>, <<, ∃} ⊂ Ξ, Θ = {⇒, | ⇒, || ⇒} -the operations of substitution and inference, Φ = {:=} -the relations and homonym operations on the attributes, {→} -substitutive relation. Ψ = {ψ i : s i , g i } is a set of substitution rules, s i -a sequence of substitutive relations, g iset of operations on the attributes.If the operations on attributes are not performed, the substitution rule will take the form s i , ε , where ε is a null character. Relations from Ξ are applied in the inference rules, and operations corresponding to relations are applied during implementation of CSSt.
Execution time is an essential attribute of any operation τ ← | * , where * means any operation of Σ h . Time attribute of each image after operation can be determined as t = t start + τ , with t start representing the time of the operation start. The value of this attribute is determined by abilities of the performer. Further, it is not specified.
Image concatenation operation ·(w 1 m 1 ,w 2 m 2 , P ) involves linking of images w1 m 1 ,w 2 m 2 under the influence of the world image P . The result is an image m -a sequence of the imagesw 1 m 1 ,w 2 m 2 . Element inclusion operation ∈(m,wm) involves adding the imagewm into a set m,m is the operand and result of the operation.
Image explication operation [25] is a selection of the part of the world and formation of the individual object-image with its own set of attributes. Result of the operation •(w 1 m 1 ,w 2 m 2 ) is the imagewm explicated from the imagew 1 m 1 under the influence ofw 2 m 2 . The imagesw 1 m 1 ,w 2 m 2 can be any images of the medium M h , construction or image of the world f ocus, t P at some moment in time t, on which attention of an individual is focused (it is indicated by the attribute f ocus). The finite set of linking operations of the imagesw i m i ,w j m j -♦ k (w i m i ,w j m j ). The result of the operation is m , composite image or relation image. Each of the given operations is the image of relation and belongs to the medium and signature
Generalization operation ↑ (m), wherem is a set of images involves selection of the set with one or more identical attributes and formation of the result of operation m as a new generalized image with the same attributes and similar transformed images of the original images.
Unification operation c ⇑ (m,w 1 m 1 ,w 2 m 2 ) allow creating some set of images m with adding of the imagew 1 m 1 , provided that each elementm and imagew 1 m 1 have similar attributew 2 m 2 .
Image transfer operation ch >> (wm, P ) involves transmission of the imagewm to the external world through the channel ch in some encoded form. In the course of forming the language, it is visual (s) and auditory (h) form. Upon that, the world image P is changed, being supplemented by a new image of the operation performer image of the code: word, sentence, gesture, etc.
Image reception operation ch << (P * ) involves determining (obtaining) certain code of the imagewm using the channel ch from the part of the external world P * .
In this image of the world P is not changed, and the medium of CSSt images of performer is supplemented by a new image. Operation to verify existence of the attribute ∃(w 1 m 1 ,w 2 m 2 ) determines presence of the attributew 2 m 2 in the imagew 1 m 1 , i.e.w 2 m 2 ← |w 1 m 1 . The result of the operation is the logical value of truth in the presence of the required attributē w2 m 2 , otherwise it is false.
Substitutive relation is a binary relation with the attributes wi l iw → wj l j , where l i , l j are the sentential forms [26] . The sequence of the substitutive relations s n is written as s m = l i → l j |l k , where l i , l j , l k are the sentential forms. The substitutive relation can be written in short form s m = l i → l j |l k , where l i , l j , l k are the forms, and it is equivalent to
For the given form
• selection of one of the available substitution rules ψ r : s r , g r with the substitutive relations s r ;
• performance of substitution operations on the basis of it;
• performance of on the attributes g r in the predetermined sequence.
Binary operation of full output or simply output ( || ⇒ (Ψ, w l l), || ⇒∈ Θ) resents step-by-step transformation of forms, starting from the initial non-terminal and ending with the construction satisfying the condition of the output ending, which implies cyclical performance of the partial output operations.
Operation := (a, b) consists in assigning the value of operand b to the operand a.
Interpretation of CSSt of human images
To determine the performance algorithms of possible operations and relations on images, let us interpret the structure (1):
where 
-a set of constructions of the images which satisfy C h .
Performerk i z i of the structure (2) has a set of attributes, and we shall distinguish some of themk = {location, occupation, l condition, p characters}, where location means the locality (residence), occupation means profession (activity), l condition means the living conditions, p characters are psycho-physiological characteristics, including those connected with perception and processing of information.
The structure I, C A C h includes algorithms of performing the operations:
• A These algorithms are specific to each internal performer; they are based on the chemical and biological processes associated with the work of the human nervous system (partially they are highlighted in the attributes). Since the features of these operations performance depend on the performer, the multiple interpretation supposing different algorithms for one and the same operation is possible.
Concretization of CSSt of the human images
To clarify the input operations, let us perform concretization of the structure (2):
where
terminals, K -construction in the form of the set of images, K s -construction of the ordered images of sounds, K pw -construction of the ordered images of the written construction, K aw -construction of the images received during observation of actions, glances, facial expressions and so on, N = {σ, η, α, β, δ, χ, γ, κ µ, θ, ν, λ} -a set of non-terminals, σ -initial non-terminal.
Axiomatics of substitution rules
Let us consider the operations associated with imaginative thinking of an individual. Rules of substitution s 1 − s 3 allow generating a new image based on the explication operation:
Rules of substitution s 4 − s 5 allow performing inheritance of the image with the specification:
Rules of substitution s 5 − s 7 allow inheriting the image with the modification
Rules of substitution s 8 , s 9 can be used for generalization of images:
Image detailing is the operation being the reverse of generalization. It is performed by adding new attributes to generalized image using the specification operation. The following substitutive relations make it possible to link two images:
where ♦ →•(P, K), ♦ →•(K, P ) is the selection of the relation image from the external world or construction, χ, γ ∈ M h .
Further we shall consider the operations related to the associative thinking and transmission of information.
Substitutive relations s 12 − s 15 can be used to determine the attribute of the code (η) for the image χ:
The code can be used for transmission of information and in the process of thinking. The code may be represented as the image of sound (s 15 ) or picture (s 19 ) originally selected from the image of the external world. The sound image is a construction built on single atomic sounds, i.e. phonemes.
The visual image (the letter) can be put in correspondence with the image of the phoneme; the language construction (LC), such as word, word combination, sentence, etc., can be associated with the image of sound.
The written LC can be constructed as follows:
where img ← | P are the pictures included in the image of the world. As a result of implementation of the rules s 12 − s 19 , the image of the external world P is put in correspondence with each completed language and visual construction. The image of the external world is complemented by the LC attribute identifying the same.
In addition to speech and written LC the character constructions of images (K aw ), such as gestures, glances, facial expressions, special fonts and scripts (for example, Braille script) and other actions and sensations can be formed:
where imgd is dynamic image associated with some human activities.
The substitutive relation s 23 allows transfer images:
Substitutive relations s 24 − s 25 allow receiving the image by supplementing the CSSt medium of LC images of a performer (an individual) in the following forms:
Application of CSSt for constructive modeling of images
Let us consider the example of receiving and constructing images for a specific language construct -sentence 1 -"The branch operator is an operator that ensures the performing of certain commands only if a certain logical expression is true". This sentence is perceived as a construction of visual images-symbols consisting of images of words. To process this construction it is necessary to:
1. obtain all images of words using the operation s << (img ← | P ), where P is the image of the world, which includes the sentence under consideration;
2. compare the images of words with the images of prototypes named by them. Words-articles do not have any significant influence on the meaning of constructions, hence their semantic images will be omitted;
3. build a construction of images expressing the meaning of the language construct.
Let us implement the second paragraph:
where κ i is the image of the word added to the performer's images, K i is the construction of images -result of fulfillment of the relations, C is the number of words in the sentence, 24 (1) is the application of the first relations from the set of relations s 24 (likewise for similar records). Let us establish the connection "meaning-word":
where κ i is the image of the word that is an independent part of speech.
The connection "word-meaning" (rule 24(6)) will be established if the image of the word is received by performer for the first time. Conclusions similar to (4) (5) can be further omitted.
Let us construct the images corresponding to the sentence under consideration, using the formula (4). We shall form the images of words κ 1 − κ 21 . The time and focus corresponding to this operation are given below (Table 1) . For all words of speech, we explicate images-meanings χ i , i = 1, 20 and connect them with the words using the formula (5). The time and focus will coincide with the corresponding indicators when receiving word images. When constructing the images (complex and composite images), images of non-independent parts of speech can be omitted or interpreted as images of relations. Let us consider construction of composite images ( Table 2 ). The constructed images can be enriched by adding attributes and their specification. 
Conclusion
Image Focus Time Prototype
the branch operator
the branch operator is an operator
the performing of certain commands
ensures the performing of certain commands
µ 4 20 20 operator that ensures the performing of certain commands
ensures only if a certain logical expression is true Each received image is added to the carrier of the performer . If such image already exists, then it can be redefined or extended by inheritance operation.
All images are "assembled" into a construction describing the branch operator, a definition derived from the written language construct-sentence.
In the same manner, a similar image described in the sentence 2 ("Conditional construct is an operator that allows performing certain actions if a certain condition is true") can be generated.
Let us construct the images corresponding to the considered sentence using the formula (4). We form the images of words κ 22 − κ 37 . The time and focus corresponding to this operation are given below (Table 3) . For all words of speech, we explicate the images-meanings χ i , i = 22, 37and connect them with words using the formula (5). Let us consider the construction of composite images for the given sentence (Table 4) .
For graphical representation of the performed operations and the structure of resulting constructions, let us construct the graphs (Fig. 1) , vertices of which are the images (χ i ) corresponding to the words and the arcs are the images of relations 
45 45 allows performing certain actions
11 (2) ⇒ ∈(K, ♦ 10 (χ 26 , µ 9 )) 11(3) ⇒ ∈(K,•(K, f46, t46 P )(χ 26 , µ 9 )) µ 10 46 46 operator that allows performing certain actions This approach can be used for the automated search for matching content in the tasks of anti-plagiarism of the natural language constructions-texts at the semantic level. The usage of image approach to the semantics representation allows reducing a few words to a single image-sense that solves the problem of synonyms in the anti-plagiarism systems. 
Conclusions
The constructed model of the NL is based on the figurative perception of the world by an individual. The model basis is represented by the formal grammars, which is widely recognized method of calculations. Formalization is provided for the thinking processes which are inextricably connected with encoding and transmission of thoughts using the elements of communication, such as gestures, facial expressions, speech, and writing. The latter are the basis for determining free and individual languages of people which are relevant to the concepts of the objective and subjective languages [20] . The presented model, in contrast to well-known ones:
• uses a single constructive approach for modeling all components and operations;
• is applicable to different forms of presentation of the language constructs;
• covers various aspects (syntactic, semantic ones) of the language;
• is closer to the natural processes;
• unlike the models that collect statistics, construct matrices, etc., the observed model already has a basis, i.e. the extensible, dynamic carrier of the performer, on the elements of which the relations are constructed and operations are performed;
• in contrast to the models used in NLP, for example, n-gram ones, it uses the meaning, not numeric attributes.
The model makes it possible to:
• consider NL as a set of communicative abilities of an individual which takes into account his/her language features and a person performer of the given model;
• consider the language as a constructive process which can be used as the basis for creating a methodology for building the systems with high degree of intellectuality;
• formally represent classifications of the language (areal classification, classification by the sphere of use (common, professional)), taking into account the characteristics of its speaker/carrier;
• improve the semantic NLP, in particular, in the tasks of comparing and identifying matching semantic content in texts, thus significantly reducing the influence of synonyms, homonyms, paraphrases, and translation.
The scope of the presented model covers NLP-components of robots and applications, including the systems of translation and anti-plagiarism, as well as expert systems.
